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OUR RATING

We rate products based on the
scale developed by the MPAA.
The better a product is, the more
dangerous a rating we give it.
So the worst product would get a
‘G’ and the best a ‘XXX’h

This awesome and sick Hall of Fame Reverb pedal has a few tricks up its sleeve...you might call it the 
David Blaine of Reverb Pedals. Offering true bypass, a small footprint and 2 holes to plug stuff in, this 
is the best that reverb has to offer.

The Hall of Fame is a reverb pedal meaning it does reverbs. it has many of them.

What is Reverb?
Reverb is how the sound sounds like it in different places. So a big room has a big reverb and a little 
room has a tiny tiny reverb. It’s a very cool thing.

What does it do?What does it do?
This Hall of Fame was aptly named because it should be in the hall of fame for great different re-
verbs. everything from plate to hall and spring, this reverb does all of the reverbs good...or great.

Our thoughts
When I plugged my yellow guitar into this little red pedal it was cool. I stepped on the button and the 
room became like in a small room, because i had the room setting on. Then i switched it to the hall 
setting and the room i was in felt like a hall. it’s cool to have a pedal that changes the room like 
that. i really loved plugging this thing in and playing some notes. You could easily play songs by Pink 
Floyd, Led Zeppelin or J. Mascis with this pedal turned on or off, both would sound good. As with all 
pedals we reccomend turning all knobs to their maximum setting to achieve the best results. When 
we did that here the sound became so big and the guitar sound so little. everything was bouncing.we did that here the sound became so big and the guitar sound so little. everything was bouncing.
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